CAPABILITY STATEMENT

Full lighting engineering
services including site survey,
energy audit and photometric
plan to ensure that
foot-candle requirements and
site-specific needs are met

Turnkey solution will guide
you from planning to
installation, including incentive
and rebate support, as well as
post-installation service

Direct and continuous oversight of global
manufacturing ensuring the highest level of quality and
performance, and rapid insertion of the latest
technology
Multiple plant locations throughout Asia ensuring
continuity of supply
Helped save more than 27.5 million kWh over the past
two years, equivalent to approximately $9 billion in
energy costs for clients
Transformed more than 300 major commercial and
government facilities with brilliant, energy-efficient LED
lighting

More than 50 internationally
certiﬁed Big Shine LED light
ﬁxtures in hundreds of
configurations, including
beam angle, color
temperature, mounting
options, integral or remote
controls, and efficacy

The best quality and latest
designs in LED lighting,
including high bay, low bay,
linear, explosion proof, panel,
tubes, high mast, and area
lights including poles

Big Shine Energy provides a full turnkey LED lighting and
HVAC service encompassing product design, facility audit,
lighting layout, incentive applications, installation service,
and maintenance. As a subdivision of lighting
manufacturer Big Shine LED, Big Shine Energy leverages a
30-year expertise in semiconductor technology to ensure
the highest quality, cutting-edge fixtures. Hundreds of
lighting fixture configurations equip Big Shine Energy for
any application in the public or private sector.

DUNS: 07-978-5900
NAICS Codes: 238210, 335122
CAGE: 7MQB9

Floyd Bennett Field
Brooklyn, NY | Exterior LED pole lighting project
Reduced kilowatts by more than 60%
Increased lighting levels by more than 50%
Westover Air Reserve
Chicopee, MA | Exterior and interior LED lighting project
Reduced kilowatts by 70%
Visit our website for a complete list of case studies.
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